The Minitab Education Hub

What is the Minitab Education Hub?

The Minitab Education Hub is a flexible and easy-to-use web-based platform that enables analytical training and education. The Minitab Education Hub hosts Quality Trainer®, Minitab’s proprietary online statistics training and provides personalized learning paths along with complimentary educational resources like videos and white papers.

Analytics Brought to Life

Minitab Education Hub provides education and real-world exercises to ensure that the knowledge you have gained can be directly applied to your own work by resembling challenges you face every day.

Detailed and Personalized User Experience

The Minitab Education Hub allows users to track their time and progress through detailed reports and a dashboard. Administrators get insight into their overall program’s performance and utilization. Users can take specific learning paths, a series of related courses designed to target their specific topic or area of interest. Certificates of completion are issued by learning path and flexible assessment capabilities are available, including instant feedback on quizzes.

A Flexible Web-Based Solution

The Minitab Education Hub is a flexible and easy-to-use web-based platform that supports multiple browsers, operating systems and browser setting. With supported mobile operating systems, users can learn anytime and anywhere.

www.MinitabEducationHub.com